Introduction

Duct ectasia is an unusual breast disorder that was described by Zuska in 1951 (1). The condition is also called periductal mastitis, and the pathogenesis is still not clear. One possible mechanism (2,3) is that cellular debris and lipoid material make the terminal ducts beneath the nipple and areola dilated and then extends peripherally. The commonest clinical presentation is nipple discharge and skin retraction with a palpable mass (2,4). As the disease progresses with more ducts and peripheral tissues, inflammatory changes such as mammary duct fistula and sub-areolar abscess may occur in some sever cases (2,5).

The common approach towards duct ectasia is usually conservative. But for some severe cases with duct fistula and extend inflammation which conservative therapy fail, surgery can be applied. Standard surgical excision includes removal of the pathological ducts and the surrounding inflamed tissues (2,5). Incomplete excision always leads to recurrence, whereas complete excision occasionally leads to tissue defects and cosmetic problems. In certain rare severe cases, patients have to undergo mastectomy when several previous excisions fail (6,7).

Herein, we report the first case of duct ectasia in an accessory breast in China. We also introduce a successful flap technique to resolve the dilemma of complete excision, defect covering and primary healing. To our knowledge, this is the first case of duct ectasia in an accessory breast reported in China thus far and the first time that a flap technique was used in duct ectasia for complete excision, defect covering and primary healing.

Case presentation

A healthy 39-year-old, non-lactating Chinese female...
presented with a 1-year history of a recurrent lesion in the right axillary accessory breast (Figure 1). She had received antibiotic therapy and undergone a drainage procedure during the past year that was not successful. She had no history of any inflammation or injuries to her breast and no family history of cancer. Physical examination revealed bilateral axillary accessory breasts and an extensive inflammatory lesion and fistula formation in the right accessory breast. Ultrasound showed an extensive multifocal inflammatory lesion with a size of 10 cm × 7 cm in that breast.

Because of the patient’s severe lesion, we decided on an accessory breast excision procedure. Surgical debridement was performed to remove the entire lesion including the involved skin, fistula, pathologic ducts, inflammatory debris, and necrotic tissues. All affected ducts were completely excised to prevent possible recurrence. However, the challenges of an axillary defect and healing problems presenting after excision remained. A random dermoglandular flap including the full-thickness was outlined and harvested by an additional incision from the upper area with relatively more tissue. Then the mobile end of the flap (point a) was retracted toward the middle of the inferior incision. The incision was closed by suturing ba” to ba’ and ca to ca’ (Figure 2). Primary suture was achieved (Figure 3). Pathology reported “duct ectasia” after the operation (pathologic specimen revealed the disappearance of lining cells and periductal inflammation predominantly characterized by plasma cells). One month post-operation, the patient exhibited a good healing and good shape (Figure 4). There is no side effect on the activities of the patient’s right shoulder and right arm.

**Discussion**

The exact pathogenesis of mammary duct ectasia (MDE) remains unclear (8). Ductal obstruction, hyperprolactinemia,
smoking, autoimmune disease, infection and trauma have been implicated by certain authors (9-12). Periductal mastitis, comedo mastitis, secretory disease of the breast and plasma cell mastitis are other conditions that have been associated with MDE (2). Several authors have suggested that MDE and periductal mastitis are different stages of one disease process in which periductal mastitis precedes MDE (1,2). However, certain authors have noted that these conditions are two separate entities affecting different age groups and with different etiologies (13). MDE is usually managed conservatively, and surgical treatment can be a choice in some severe cases with duct fistula and extend inflammation (2,5).

The diagnosis of MDE is usually clinical. MDE can manifest in various ways, such as nipple discharge, a deep breast mass, a sub-areolar abscess or a mammary duct fistula, that often respond to conservative therapy but recur later (2,3). The appearance of MDE during ultrasound depends on the stage of disease. MDE can be observed as dilated ducts, a mass, cheesy texture, inflammatory lesions and even an abscess (14). Pathologic findings are characteristically periductal inflammation and duct dilatation. The basal membrane starts to demonstrate small openings, and the adjacent parenchyma reveals an intense inflammatory reaction in which plasma cells may be found in certain cases (15).

The acute process may be temporarily treated with antibiotics or a simple incision and drainage if an abscess has formed. Because the underlying cause is not removed, standard excision is necessary when conservative therapy fails (2,4,5). We and others recommend that excision include the removal of pathological ducts, abscess, surrounding inflamed tissue, fistulae and terminal lactiferous ducts (16,17).

In the present case, the size of the lesion and the axillary location made the case challenging. Healing by secondary intention is associated with a prolonged recovery time, a long wait time and scarring. The described approach with flap coverage represents a novel solution to this challenging clinical problem. The flap covers the defect, helps to optimize healing, prevents recurrence and releases scar tension. Other future applications for this flap include using it to facilitate the surgical treatment of patients with MDE who have a large defect in the breast after inflamed tissue excision.

In sum, we report the first case of MDE in an accessory breast in China and this is the first time which the flap is used in this condition. Our flap technique achieved the complete excision of the extensive inflamed area, primary healing of the large defect and a satisfactory shape. There was no recurrence at the 1-year follow-up.
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